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SSSAAAMMMPPPLLLEEE   PPPAAAPPPEEERRR   ---   222000111444   

ECONOMICS  

Class – XI 

PART- A 
1. What do you mesn by  non economic activity?    (1) 

2.       What is primary data?                           (1) 

3.       Write one difference between an exclusive series and inclusive series.                     (1) 

4.       What is random sampling?                             (1) 

5.        Explain three qualities of a good questionnaire.                                    (3) 

OR 

          Discuss the steps involved in conversion of open-end series into a continuous series. 

6.     Draw a sub-divided bar diagram from the following information    (3) 

                   Year    No of Students 

                                             Arts       Commerce    Science       Total 

                   2000                 100               300  600 1000 

                   2001         150    450             550 1150 

                   2002         130    550             500 1180 

7.      What are the kinds of errors that  are likely to occur in the data collection.   (3) 

8.       Make a Histogram from the following data                           (3) 

                           Class Interval   Frequency 

                                     10  -  19     18 

                                     20  -  29     14 

                                     30  -  39     12 

                                     40  -  49      9 

OR 

        The strength of a school from 2008 to 2012 are given below 

         YEAR    2008  2009  2010  2011  2012 

         STRENGTH OF SCHOOL 500   600   500    700    750 

         Represent the data by a simple bar diagram. 

9.      Explain the limitations of statistics.         (3)

OR 

         Explain the functions of statistics. 

10.    Convert the following inclusive class intervals into exclusive class intervals.                       (4) 

                  INCLUSIVE CLASS INTERVAL FREQUENCY 

                         0     -   99    2 

                        100  - 199    4 

                        200  - 299    5 

                        300  - 399    6 

                        400  - 499    3 

                        500 – 599                5 

                 TOTAL   25 

                    OR 

         What precautions must be taken while drafting a questionnaire ? 
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11.    Draw a ‘more than’ ogive curve from the following data.     (4) 

                  0  -  10        10  -  20     20  -  30     30  -  40   40  -  50     50  -   60    60  -  70    

10  12      5                6  2      3  8 

12.    Mention  four  merits and two demerits of graphic  presentation.    (6) 

13.    Draw a pie diagram to represent the following data of Expenditure  of an average working 

class  family              (6) 

  items of expenditure:    clothing    food          housing     fuel&lighting     iscellaneous 

             % of total expenditure:           25              50            10        12         3 

14.    What precautions should be taken while making use of the secondary data?      (6) 

PART –B 

1.  What is relative poverty?                    (1) 

2.   Discuss any three achievements of Liberalisation in India.                      (3) 

3.   Mention three achievements of British Rule in India.                      (3) 

OR 

       What is Import Substitution?   

4.    Explain any three major causes of poverty in India. 

5.    Name any three principle features of the New Economic Policy.                  (3) 

6.    Explain any three causes of failure of Economic Planning in India.                        (3) 

7.    Why has the industrial sector performed poorly in the reform period?                             (4)

OR 

       Explain the three dimensional attack on poverty adopted by the Government. 

8.   Why was the public sector given a leading role in industrial development during the planning  

period?                                          (4) 

9.    What is Green Revolution? Why was it implemented and how did it benefit the farmers? 

Explain in brief. 

10.  Explain the major functions of World Trade Organisation.      (6) 

OR 

       Why and how was private sector regulated under the IPR 1956? 

11.  Suppose you are a resident of a village , suggest a few measures to tackle the problem of 

poverty.              (6)

OR 

       Explain the role of Railways in the economic development of India.   

12.  Explain the concept of outsourcing. Name some of the services that are being outsourced to 

India by the developing countries.         (6)

OR 

       Explain any three Poverty Alleviation Programmes initiated by the Government to combat 

poverty in our country.  

13.  Discuss the salient features of India’s  occupational structure during the British Rule.  (6) 

OR 

    Discuss the Tax Reforms introduced under the New Economic Policy of 1991. 

*** 




